World Consumption Report on Textile Bag & Canvas Mills


This World Consumption Report on Textile Bag & Canvas Mills provides data on the net consumption of Products and Services in each of the countries listed. The Products and Services covered (Textile bag & canvas mills) are classified by the 5-Digit United States Commerce Department Major Product Codes and each Product and Services is then further defined and analyzed by each 6 to 10-Digit United States Commerce Department Product Codes. This report consists of a DVD containing the entire report web and databases. Readers can access and reproduce the information for inclusion into their own documents or reports. The tables & databases are in Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling. This database is updated monthly.


Net consumption of Textile Bag & Canvas Mills Products & Services in each country.

This database covers NAICS code: 31491. Products/Services classified by 5-Digit US Commerce Department Code and then defined by each 6 to 10-Digit Product Codes.


TEXTILE BAG & CANVAS MILLS: PRODUCTS & MARKETS COVERED:

Textile bag & canvas mills
Textile bag mills
Textile bags
Duffle bags & knapsacks, all materials (incl cotton canvas & open-mesh cotton)
Duffle bags & knapsacks, wholly or chiefly cotton (incl cotton canvas & open-mesh cotton)
Duffle bags & knapsacks, wholly or chiefly manmade fiber fabrics
All other textile bags
Other bags, wholly or chiefly cotton (incl cotton canvas & open-mesh cotton)
Laundry, wardrobe & shoe bags (incl storage bags of textiles with or without external supporting frames)
Textile bags, burlap
Textile bags of split polyethylene or polypropylene strip (except duffle), standard
Textile bags of split polyethylene or polypropylene strip (except duffle), bulk
Textile bags of split polyethylene or polypropylene strip (except duffle), mesh
Textile bags of other manmade fiber fabrics (except duffle)
Textile bags, other fabrics, incl spun paper
Textile bags, nsk
Textile bags, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments
Textile bags, nsk, for administrative-record establishments
Canvas & related product mills
Canvas & related products made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics
Canvas & related products made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics, awnings
Camping tents made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics
Other tents, incl air supported structures & tension structures, made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics
Tarpaulins & other covers, flat, made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics
Tarpaulins & other covers, fitted, made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics
All other canvas products, incl canvas sails, except bags
Canvas sails, made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics
All other canvas products, except bags, made from cotton, nylon, polyester & other industrial fabrics
Canvas products, all other types, except bags
Canvas products, sails
All other canvas and related products
Canvas & related products, nsk
Canvas & related products, nsk, for nonadministrative-record establishments
Canvas & related products, nsk, for administrative-record establishments
TEXTILE BAG & CANVAS MILLS: 59 MARKET RESEARCH CHAPTERS:
SPREADSHEET CHAPTERS:


NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

1. RELATIVE CONSUMPTION - in US$ (Purchasing Parity Index applied) by Country by each Product (4-10 Digit Product Code) by Year: 1997 to Current year, Medium Term Forecast Current year to 2020, Long Term Forecast 2021-2028.

2. LOCAL CONSUMPTION - in Local Currency (Relative Inflation Index applied)


4. PRODUCT MARKETING COSTS & MARGINS

5. PRODUCT LAUNCH DATA - given as a percentage of Revenues - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

6. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CUSTOMER BASE PROFILE

7. IMMEDIATE BUYERS & END USERS / CONSUMER DEMOGRAPHICS - by Country by Year - Forecast Current year to 2020, Forecast 2021-2028.

8. HISTORIC INDUSTRY BALANCE SHEET DATA


10. INDUSTRY PROFILE - by Country by Year.

11. NATIONAL DATA - by Country by Year.

The report is on a DVD containing the entire web and databases, or it is available online. Readers can access & reproduce the information for their own documents or reports.

Tables & databases as Access & Excel formats on the DVD to enable readers to produce their own spreadsheet calculations and modeling.
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